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1. Summary

There exist many illnesses like Alzheimer’s disease and stroke or brain injuries that due to

degeneration of the nervous system people can not have normal life anymore. This is a

consequence of neuron damage which can not recover or regenerate after being severed in adult

mammalian brain and spinal cord. On the other hand, there are examples in nature like

Caenorhabditis elegans round worm, zebrafish or even mice that their nervous system can

recuperate.

The aim of this thesis is to design, produce and characterize means of C.elegans

immobilization in order to be able to visualize worms’ axons and perform laser axotomy. Later, the

initial study of spontaneous axon regeneration and possible effect on it after treatment with

Citicoline drug (used in patients with mild cerebral ischemia) has to be evaluated.

The produced system proved to be sufficient for worm immobilization without making any

substantial effects to its health and lifespan. Multiple axotomies were performed and axon

regeneration images after 24 hours were acquired using confocal and TPEF microscopy techniques

afterwards. Regeneration was visible in 95% of axons in worms that were treated with Citicoline

while in control group 90% of axons developed growth cone. Moreover, 33% of regenerating axons

connected with the dorsal nerve cord in contrary to 26% in control group.

To conclude, this is the first demonstration of possible positive effects to axon regeneration

in Citicoline treated C.elegans when microfluidic techniques for immobilization were used for laser

axotomy and imaging.
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2. Introduction

There is a high rate of people with injuries in brain or spinal cord that are paralyzed and

many illnesses exist like Alzheimers disease and stroke that due to degeneration of the nervous

system people can not have normal life anymore. This is a consequence of neuron damage which

can not recover or regenerate after being severed in adult mammalian brain and spinal cord [1]. On

the other hand, there are examples in nature like C.elegans nematode, zebrafish or even mice that

their nervous system can recuperate. As a consequence, there is a high interest in finding out the

processes and causes of axon regeneration to find ways of improving humans’ treatment.

Firstly, damage has to be done in axons to study the regeneration of nervous system in

model organisms. Previous studies were done in mice and zebrafish by performing incisions using

micro-needles [2,3]. Nevertheless, such way of performing axotomy is imprecise and depends on

experimenters’ actions very much. In 2004, the possibility of performing axotomy by photoablation

and first examples of axon regeneration in C.elegans were reported by Yanik et al. [4]. This

motivated many scientific groups worldwide to study axon regeneration in-vivo in C.elegans as its

anatomy is very simple and well studied together with complete knowledge of genomics and

nervous system[5]. In addition to this, worms’ body is transparent in visible light. This allows using

photoablation technique which can be controlled with precision of micrometers.

To be able to perform experiments with nematode one has to find means of immobilization.

There have been reported different techniques of C.elegans immobilization starting from anesthesia
[6,7], pressing using two cover slips and microbeads [8] to different microfluidic techniques [9,10,11] and

even freezing [12]. Yet, besides having side effects in mentioned techniques, immobilization setups

are complicated in design and require subtle control systems.

The aim of this thesis is first to design, produce and characterize a microfluidic C.elegans

trapping system which would be i) simple, ii) immobilization could be achieved fast and iii) with

minimum or non side effects to nematodes’ health. In order to do that, protocol of immobilization

setup production, worm immobilization procedure and evaluation of trapping has to be created.

Moreover, neuron axotomy and axon imaging has to be performed to be able to follow the axon

regeneration process. Finally, initial studies of the effect on the process of axon regeneration of
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administration of the citicoline drug (used in patients with mild cerebral ischemia) to the worms

were performed. This allowed us to evaluate the percentage of spontaneous axon regeneration in

comparison to the control group.
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3. Theoretical background

3.1 Caenorhabditis elegans

Caenorhabditis elegans is a latin name that stands for the most widely spread roundworm in

the world. This type of nematodes can be found in soil everywhere except for polar and tropical

climate areas. Size of an adult worm is around 1 mm.

Fig. 1 Lifecycle of C.elegans. (www.wormatlas.org)

As it was mentioned before it is the most popular model organism used in neurobiology,

genetics and development studies until nowadays. Such wide use of nematode is a result of many

advantageous aspects about it. Firstly, worm lifecycle is very short (Fig. 1). Starting from egg

hatching worm becomes an adult in ~3 days. This leads to possibility of studying subject of interest

during all lifecycle and dynamics in next generations. Fertility rate of an adult hermaphrodite is

around 500 eggs. This is handy in terms of maintenance and cost. What is more, nematode can be

easily grown in laboratory environment. Nematode is usually fed with E. coli (OP50) bacteria in solid

and liquid media. Storing is also simple as worms can be frozen and kept in freezer for long periods

of time. Physical features like small size and transparency in all stages are good for imaging using
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optical techniques. In addition to this, adult hermaphrodite anatomy is well studied. Worm has

~1000 cells which functions and structure are known. Finally, already in late 20th century all genome

and different mutations were well described by Sydney Brenner [5]. Later S. Brenner and his

colleagues John Sulston and Bob Horvitz were awarded by Nobel prize for studies of C.elegans

genetics, morphology and other works related to it.

3.1.1 C.elegans juls76 strain

There are wild-type and approximately 3000 different mutant strains available to purchase

from Caenorhabditis genetics centers worldwide. Strains are chosen depending on subject of

interest to be tested.

In our experiments axons had to be visualized in order to be able to perform axotomy. Juls76

(unc-25::gfp) strain was used for that purpose. The mentioned strain is genetically modified. Green

fluorescent protein (GFP) is introduced into genetic material of C.elegans neuron cells. GFP is a

protein that first was synthesized and described by Rogger Y. Tsien and his colleagues for which

they received a Nobel Prize in chemistry in 2008. GFP revolutionized imaging in microscopy as it was

possible to synthesize and introduce it in living systems enabling imaging marked sites with

corresponding wavelength. Different types of fluorescent proteins were developed that had various

absorption and emission spectra later on [13].

GFP has a major absorption peak at 488 nm, with emission maxima at 509 nm. That way,

after excitation, axons fluoresce in green color (Fig. 2).
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a)

b)

Fig. 2 a) GFP excitation and emission spectra (http://microscopy.duke.edu/spectra.html); b) GFP excitation in juls76

(unc-25::gfp) strain neurons.

Hermaphrodites’ nervous system consists of 302 neurons which are separated according to

similar morphology and connectivity into 118 classes [5]. One third of neurons is responsible for

muscle subtraction in nematodes body as they are directly connected to muscle cells. This group of

nerves is called motor neurons. In our UNC-25::gfp strain GFP is expressed in these motor neurons.

Ventral Neuron Cord (VNC) extends commissures to the other side of body and forms Dorsal

Neuron Cord (Fig. 2b).  Head and tail interneurons connect with VNC and DNC which control body

bends that result in worms’ sinusoidal movement forward or backward. In our project commissures

DNC0

VNC0

commissures

command
interneurons0

head

tail
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that connect VNC and DNC were cut and the process of regeneration studied. These neurons were

selected to be cut as by doing so only part of worms’ body movement is isolated and other vital

functions are not affected. For the sake of simplicity, commissures will be called axons later in

thesis.

3.2 C. elegans immobilization

Most of studies related to laser cell killing or ablation were done using anesthesia before. On

the other hand, C.elegans are not suitable for multiple use of anesthesia [14]. Also, our groups’

previous experience shows that there is a high rate of worms that do not recover after anesthesia

and it is hard to predict the effect to their health. Moreover, their life time decreases as well.

Besides increase of the number of not recovered worms, outcomes of experiments become

inaccurate as anesthetics might affect the regeneration process because any use of anesthesia

induce stress protein extraction in worms body [15]. Any drug, chemical use for immobilization is far

away from natural, least invasive conditions in recovery. Finally, the effects of using anesthetics are

still not explained clearly.

Due to these reasons, other approaches of immobilizing worms were suggested. There were

different options offered recently, including various microfluidic lab-on-a-chip possibilities like

compressing worms by air or CO2[16,17]. Yet, the design of microfluidics has multiple layers of PDMS

and is complicated as additional pressure channels and devices have to be used. This would result in

more complicated putting in, trapping and taking out the nematode each time. Our aim was to

minimize the time of all these procedures. Moreover, as every worm vary in size it is hard to control

the pressure applied to immobilization channel which is done by software. In addition to this,

immobilization by freezing in multiwell plates was suggested as well[12]. Yet effects are not known

well and it was reported that adults do not survive well after freezing[18]. Moreover, immobilization

using microbeads on agar[8] was suggested as well as one of immobilization possibilities.

Nevertheless, immobilization procedure would also take long time to prepare each time the trap

and there were no results published about worm recovery.

We chose C. elegans immobilization using microfluidic channel as it is easy to produce,

design is simple yet sufficient enough to trap nematodes multiple times, perform surgery, recover

nematodes and do follow-up of axon regeneration.
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3.3 Axon regeneration in C.elegans

Studies of axon regeneration were performed in bigger and more complicated model

organisms like zebrafish and mice before precise techniques were invented to perform axon cuts in-

vivo[2,3]. Axotomy was done using micro-needles which was hard to perform and precision

depended on examiner.

Later, when photoablation was implemented in performing axotomy, C.elegans axon

regeneration started being studied widely. The roundworm was chosen for studies of spontaneous

axon regeneration because of its simple structure (only 302 neurons) and well studied genetics with

possibility of choosing different mutants with specific properties.

The mechanism of axon regeneration of severed axon is similar to the axon development in

early larval stage when neuron axon outgrowth can be seen. During this process, growth cone from

ventral neuron cord (VNC) extends actin based thin filopodia towards dorsal nerve cord. The

process of finding growth direction, stopping or reorientation has not been understood well. Yet it is

clear that pathfinding is determined by various receptors at the end of filopodia which react to

different signals[19,20]. For more information about axon regeneration one can check the review of

processes of axon reneration in C.elegans[21].

3.4 Citicoline

Various studies of axon regeneration were performed using different chemical compounds

to enhance the regeneration process [15,22]. The aim of our project was to test the possible effect on

neuron regeneration using Citicoline drug [23].

Citicoline is nowadays available as a supplement and can be purchased in 70 countries in the

world. Also, drug is used in cases of head trauma, stroke and neurodegenerative disease in Japan

and Europe. According to scientific studies drug is reported to help to prevent neuronal

degeneration and improve memory retention [24]. In addition to this, improvements in patients with

glaucoma and amblyopia were seen after sum studies [25]. Also, after using it as a supplement, size

of lesions during ischemic stroke has been reported to be reduced [26]. On the other hand it was not

proved to reduce the rate of deaths or improve recovery after first trials with humans [27].
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To sum up, there are positive effects reported on neuronal system after using Citicoline

drug. Yet, the mechanism and all outcomes have not been understood completely. It requires

deeper study and knowledge of the very basic processes after applying drug. For that purpose our

object of study, C.elegans nematode, serves as a good model organism to get deeper understanding

in effects on drug use which has been and will be continued to be studied in future in our and other

groups worldwide.

3.5 Soft lithography

In order to produce microfluidic channel, soft lithography had to be used. Soft lithography

refers to technique of microfabrication that is used to produce micro or nano scale structures by

self-assembly and replica molding. This technique is based on elastomeric mold stamping from the

master. There are different types of soft lithography existing like microcontact printing, replica

molding, microtransfer molding, micromolding in capillaries and solvent-assisted micromolding [28].

It is a very powerful technique as production is very cheap and many samples can be prepared with

only one master.

Details during soft lithography can be achieved in resolution of 30 nm to 100 μm. In our

case, aim of the project is immobilization of young C.elegans adults which vary in size between 40-

70 micrometers. Features in microfluidic channel should be in micrometer range as well. So,

photolithography is used to produce the master with micrometer resolution details for stamping.

Less than 100 nm profiles can be produced using so called super resolution lithography techniques

like extreme UV, electron or ion beam lithography [29,30,31].

3.5.1 Photolithography

In Fig. 3 main principles of photolithography process are shown.
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Fig. 3 Photolithography steps.

At the beginning, film of photoresist is deposited on wafer depending on thickness of

structures that have to be produced. Photoresist can be in liquid or solid state. Solid state

photoresist is usually glued and used in fabrication of higher structures. Liquid resist, on contrary, is

spin coated on wafer which ensures that it is spread evenly on whole area of sample with high

precision of thickness. Afterwards sample is heated to specific temperature to evaporate liquid in

resist so it would become solid and maintain its thickness during whole process. This is called pre-

baking.

Wafer with resist is exposed by light through lithography mask (Fig. 3 step 1). It is a

transparent material covered with light absorber according to pattern necessary to be printed. That

way light reaches resist only in areas where mask is transparent. There are different exposure

techniques like mask projection and contact exposure. Pattern in mask is projected through lens

projecting system during mask projection, while in contact printing mask is put straight on

photoresist. Also, there exist advanced techniques like phase shift masks, projection using

immersion and etc.

Contact printing was used in our case. It is simple and cheap technique as there is no need

for lenses, compensation for diffraction which appears in projection technique and structures

necessary for our setup do not require nanometer resolution.
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The photoresist after being exposed by light changes its chemical composition depending on

type of photoresist (Fig. 3 step 2). Negative resist was used in our case where resist components

connect to each other, exposed areas solidify and stick hard to wafer. In positive resist, on contrary,

connections are broken. Sample is heated after exposure again for polymers in resist to solidify

completely in areas that were exposed. Later, wafers are put to developer - special chemical that

washes away the part of resist where connections are weak and broken. That way pattern of

photoresist stays on wafer according to mask (Fig. 3 step 3) after development. Negative resist is

used in cases where pattern has narrow and wide structures as it is easier to achieve steep walls

and profile [32].

3.5.2 Elastomer stamping and glass attachment

After master is prepared, elastomer mold is stamped from wafer and attached to glass slide
(Fig.4).

Fig. 4 Elastomer stamping.

Firstly, wafer with developed photoresist is silanized – film of antisticking layer is deposited

on wafer. That prevents from damaging or disattaching photoresist while peeling off the stamp

later. Liquid elastomer is mixed with activator and poured onto master. Elastomer activator induces
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chemical reaction that it solidifies under specific temperature. After curing in high temperature

elastomer is peeled-off the master with negative photoresist profile on it. Surface activation of both

the glass slide and stamp is necessary to ensure good attachment before putting both parts

together.

3.6 Imaging and axotomy

In order to visualize nematodes different microscopy techniques had to be used. Bright field

microscopy was used to see immobilization procedure. Confocal microscopy was necessary to

image axons before and after the surgery, to make z-stacks of regenerating axons. Finally, two

photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) microscopy modality was used during axotomy to visualize and

cut the axons.

3.6.1  Microscopy techniques in biology

During bright field microscopy the sample is irradiated with white light (wide spectra of

wavelengths). The reflected or transmitted (Fig. 5a) light is then collected by an objective.

The resolution of such microscopy technique is then determined by Numerical Aperture (NA)

of an objective. The angle (θ) on which light is collected by objective and medium (n) where it is

defines minimum features one can see from sample. Every point in a focal plane in sample will be

imaged as an Airy disk that corresponds to Bessel function in camera. This technique is far away

from high resolution techniques. Yet, it is enough in our case to image worm being trapped and

even its separate organs.

To get more specific information from biological sample observed, fluorescence microscopy

can be used. In this case, light source has specific spectra of wavelength (Fig. 5b) that after

irradiation, fluorescent molecules of sample or fluorescent markers start fluorescing – emit light in

wavelengths that are shifted to red region due to Stokes shift. Stokes shift is a result of fluorescence

signal always being of bigger wavelength – lower energy – because energy is lost during relaxation

of electron from higher excited levels to the ground excited level before fluorescence. This signal is

collected with microscope objective while excitation wavelengths are filtered. Now transverse

resolution is increased as only fluorescent molecules emit photons. On the other hand, axial
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resolution is still poor as light is collected from wide range of depths of sample. There are many

natural fluorochromes or sensitive fluorophores which can be introduced in biological samples.

With fluorescence microscopy one can image structure of biological sample, cells, tissues

and even dynamic processes happening inside. Main disadvantages of this technique is that harmful

blue - UV radiation has to be used, fluorophores can be bleached, axial resolution is low and large

Rayleigh scattering appears during fluorescence microscopy.

Laser scanning fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 5c) allows reducing photobleaching and

increasing transversal resolution. Difference from normal fluorescence microscopy is that only

certain small area in laser focus is irradiated for short period of time. Then sample is scanned

through all area by registering signal from each point.

Axial resolution can be improved by placing an aperture at the back focus of an objective in

laser scanning fluorescence microscopy setup. This microscopy technique is called confocal

microscopy. That way, fluorescence is collected only from one plane of sample, while signal from

surrounding layers is filtered by an aperture (Fig. 5d).

Two photon excited fluorescence technique is a non-linear microscopy technique. It means

that non-linear effects in biological sample are used to image object of interest. As the name says,

fluorescence in sample is induced by two photons of energy lower than energy necessary to excite

molecule to an excited level (Fig. 5e). This absorption is possible only when both photons reach

fluorophore at the same time or within time difference of femtosecond range. So, to increase

probability of TPEF light source has to provide high power pulses to ensure photon flux that is

enough for two photons to be absorbed at the same time. For that purpose, femtosecond lasers are

used. High photon flux is only sufficient at the focus of laser beam while TPEF signal intensity

decreases exponentially away from focus.  This results in high both axial and transversal resolution

achieved during imaging and no need for pinhole as in confocal microscpoy. In addition to this, anti-

Stokes shift appears which enables better differentiation and filtering excitation and fluorescence

signals. Moreover, as energy of photon has to be lower than excitation energy, wavelengths in

region of red or infrared light are used. Most of biological samples are transparent or

semitransparent in this region. Also, Rayleigh scattering is decreased as it depends inversely on
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wavelength (αλ-4). As a result, deeper penetration in sample is achieved and there is less probability

of photobleaching or photodamage than in confocal microscopy.

Fig. 5 Microscopy review; a) bright field microscopy, b) fluorescence energy level diagram and Stokes shift, c) laser
scanning fluorescence microscopy, d) confocal microscopy and e) TPEF energy level diagram and anti-Stokes shift.
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3.6.2 Photoablation

Photoablation is an effect induced by absorbed high energy photons. Due to high absorption

rate molecules are excited to the state that electrons leave the molecule causing cloud of free

electrons in focal point. These electrons repel each other with high energy inducing miniexplosion in

sample – material evaporates. Photoablation effect can be induced by using high power UV light

sources, i.e. ns excimer laser or by using nonlinear effects like two photon absorption. Two photon

ablation is a good technique when precise cutting or making local damage to sample is needed. The

surrounding areas of sample are not affected by IR light as absorption is located only in focal point

of laser and photoablation process is too fast for heat to dissolve to surrounding tissues.

3.6.3 Multimodal workstation

During our project, multimodal optical workstation (Fig. 6) was used. This setup was built at

ICFO – Institute of Photonic Sciences and can be used for simultaneous linear, nonlinear microscopy

and nanomanipulation.

Fig 6. Multimodal workstation.

This consists of a commercial confocal microscope (Nikon Confocal C1-Si) that was modified

by adding non linear microscopy techniques at the same time without changing any components of

the microscope. This was achieved using a separate scan head, as well as separate detection

systems in forward and backward directions. A modified, home-made software control was used for

imaging and ablation. One can get more information how it was achieved in cited paper about

multimodal workstation [33].
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Having the ability of using both linear and nonlinear microscopy techniques (bright field, DIC,

confocal, TPEF, SHG, THG, PSHG) at the same time allows imaging different properties of sample as

well as inducing photoablation on it and evaluating the resulting effects in dynamic range [34]. In our

case, performing bright field, confocal and TPEF microscopy of axons and axotomy was enough for

our purposes.
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4. Methods

Different procedures had to be performed during the axon regeneration experiment. Firstly,

population of healthy C.elegans had to be cultivated. Later, worms had to be synchronized to be in

young adults’ stage and picked-up.  Collected worms were immobilized and imaging and axotomy

were performed to study axon regeneration. All these procedures are described in this chapter,

together with immobilization setup production and its’ viability evaluation description.

4.1 Worm cultivation

Worms are cultivated according to international protocols of C.elegans growing [35].

Preparation of new generation is started by refrigerating dauer stage worms from -800 C to 200 C by

keeping them in cultivation chamber. Next, healthy dauers are replaced to Petri plate with worm

growth media that is mostly agar with genetically modified E. colli (OP50) bacteria inside. Transfer is

done by ¨chunking¨ - cutting piece of agar with healthy dauers and putting cut peace into new agar

plate with bacteria. Cut is performed using metal scalpel. Disinfection is done each time before cut

by placing scalpel into ethanol and on Bunsen burner for couple of seconds later. Same way worms

are cultured in same intervals of days by ¨chunking¨ making sure nematodes have always enough of

food. Intervals depend on activity and number of worms in plate. In our case worms were cultured

at 200C and chunking was performed every second day.

Some parameters were checked if population is healthy and suitable for experiments before

each transfer is done. First, the amount of bacteria in agar plate has to be evaluated. If there are no

bacteria inside – population can not be used. Later it has to be checked if there is no contamination

in growth media. If some signs of other types of bacteria, fungi or pollution are observed - agar

plates with this population were not used. Later, general state of E.colli bacteria had to be

evaluated. Color, humidity and existence of crystals were the mentioned parameters. Worms from

plates with bacteria of bright yellowish color, not dry and without any or few crystals were only

used. Other plates than mentioned before were thrown out.

Last parameter that had to be checked before using roundworms for experiments was their

health state. Firstly, health of C.elegans was defined by evaluating number of worms in a plate. If a

population has enough food and other parameters are good, population grows fast. Plates where
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there were only few worms after two days were not used after ¨chunking¨. Moreover, healthy

population has more or less equal number of worms of different growth stages. Plates where there

was a big difference in worms of different stage were not used as well. Finally, worms individually

have to be checked while picking for experiment. Size, color and movement were evaluated before

picking up each individual worm. Healthy adults were thick, long, darker in the middle, organs are

well organized.

4.2 Synchronization of C.elegans

Synchronization means growing, selecting and collecting worms of right age, size and state

for experiment. Our object of study is young C. elegans adults. Worm is in late L4 stage at that age,

all organs are developed already and nematode is about to start laying eggs. Young adults are

supposed to be at third day of cultivation after egg hatching within period of 48-56 hours.

For that purpose necessary amount of healthy adult hermaphrodites is selected from

general C. elegans growing plate. Collected worms are placed in a drop of M9 buffer [35] on a glass

slide. Worms are better visualized using stereoscope (Nikon C-DSD230) and collected using picker

that is made of a glass tube with flattened platinum wire attached at the end. The platinum end of

picker is disinfected after each worm is picked using Bunsen burner. These worms are then cut using

scalpel so that eggs are released. During this procedure one must make sure there are no live

worms as they could release eggs later and synchronization would be faulty. All M9 buffer with eggs

and worms is then transferred to a new Petri dish with growth media that is used during normal

cultivation of nematodes. Next growing steps are same like described in previous chapter.

4.3 Worm picking

When synchronized C. elegans reach necessary age – young adult stage – they are picked for

an experiment. Each worm is put to drop of M9 buffer. Picker is disinfected using Bunsen burner

after each worm is picked. Necessary number of worms for experiments is then replaced to another

drop of M9 buffer on glass slide that way cleaning the environment making sure there are no

bacteria and eggs inside. This procedure is done using different picker that is glass pipette with a

hair attached at the end. Finally worms are transferred to an Eppendorf tube with M9 buffer inside

where they can be transported and kept during experiments.
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4.4 Immobilization

Immobilization was performed in following steps. Firstly, the setup is placed in the custom

made sample holder and the microfluidic chamber is imaged in the microscope using a 25x, 1,05 NA

microscope objective. Solution of M9 buffer is sucked into syringe via blunt needle that is attached

to plastic tubing and metal pin at the end. Metal pin is attached to microfluidic inlet channel by

putting metal pin into punched hole. M9 buffer is spread through all channel and exit tubing by

adding pressure to syringe. Following, same syringe is detached from channel and is used to suck

young C.elegans adult from Eppendorf tube to the metal pin that is at the end of plastic tubing. This

syringe is attached to immobilization channel. Pressure using hands is applied to syringe while

following the worms under live bright field observation using a CCD camera. When worm is spotted

in the channel, pressure is decrease yet still maintained until worm is fully immobilized.

Immobilization is supposed to be enough when body of a worm does not move continuously

backwards or forward. If worm is still moving, a separate syringe can be attached at the exit channel

and pressure applied to keep worm still. Now, axon imaging and axotomy can be performed.

As it can be seen in Fig. 7 C.elegans anatomy is specific - motor neurons are located only

along one side of body. Imaging and axotomy can be performed if worm was trapped with axons

that were on the side of glass slide (Fig. 7b). Otherwise imaging was affected by scattering and

neurons could not be well visualized.

a) b)

Fig. 7 a) schematic view of C.elegans neuron system b) preferred orientation of axon in μ-fluidic channel, transversal
cut.

VNC

DNC

Glass slide
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In the case that the worm moves inside the channel and lies in the wrong side (that neurons

could not be imaged), the nematode was sucked back to inlet tubing and put inside again until

positioned that neurons can be visualized.

Later, when surgery is finished worm is carefully sucked out of the chamber using same

syringe by following worm on computer screen. If sucking does not work the syringe attached at the

exit channel is used to add pressure. When worm is already in plastic tubing of syringe it is detached

from the chamber. Afterwards, the worm is released to the nematode growth media for recovery.

Same immobilization procedure is repeated each time imaging of axon regeneration has to be done.

4.5 Immobilization evaluation

The aim of the project is trapping C.elegans nematodes with least side effects. Worm is

immobilized when it does not move continuously backwards or forward. Yet, characteristics of

channel had to be chosen so that the minimum possibility of worm being injured would appear. This

led to possible small, instant movements of worm back and forth while being immobilized. It will be

seen later (in chapter 4.6) that time necessary for axotomy is only around 10-15 seconds when

worm can not move at all. Time gaps of worms being still in channels of different height were

measured within the first 2 minutes after immobilization. This allowed evaluating the most suitable

thickness of channel with time that worm is completely still. There were 5 worms immobilized in

each channel for time measurements. Measurements of time gaps were performed as following:

first worm is let inside the channeland one point of worm is imaged on the screen. Then, within first

two minutes after trapping time between every instant movement is recorded. Afterwards there

was a distribution of different time gaps when worm did not move at all. These results were split in

intervals of two seconds and plotted as percentage of periods without movement within 2 mins.

4.6 Imaging and axotomy in C.elegans using Multimodal workstation

The process of imaging was started by capturing and immobilizing C.elegans nematodes. For

this purpose bright field microscopy was used. Worm was let inside the channel while following live

images acquired with USB camera. After worm is immobilized, light path was switched to another

detection head with charge coupled device (CCD) camera (Hamamatsu ORCA R2) to perform

confocal microscopy imaging of axons. Excitation was set to 488 nm and detection to 510 nm. Using

confocal microscopy first it was evaluated if worm is in right position - axons are on the side of glass
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slide. If only VNC and DNC cords were seen, turning microscope back to bright field modality and

taking worm out to change its position was necessary. When axons were on the right side, all motor

neurons were visible in confocal image. After choosing the axon for axotomy it was magnified and

imaged using original microscope software before photoablation. This was followed by changing the

detection path to photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector (Hamamatsu H9305-03) to acquire TPEF

images of same axon. The power of femtosecond 868 nm laser beam before galvanometric mirrors

was 60 mW for TPEF imaging. Imaging was controlled using custom made Labview software. When

axon was in focus of femtosecond laser beam photoablation was performed by setting laser power

to 300 mW and exposing it to laser beam for 300 ms. It has to be mentioned that real power of laser

beam in sample plane was ~30-40% of the mentioned values.

After axotomy, confocal modality was used again to make imaging of cut axon. 3D stacks of

cut axons were recorded while making imaging after 24 hours after operation performing same

steps like described before except for TPEF and axotomy part. Images of regenerating axons were

done by projecting maximum intensity of each pixel in images in 3D stacks.

The whole procedure of immobilization, imaging and taking out lasted not longer than 2

minutes taking less than 10 seconds for photoablation to be performed. According to these times,

evaluation of immobilization was performed to make sure that within this time it is possible to

make imaging and axotomy.

4.7 Immobilization clamp production

4.7.1 Mold production

First silicon (Si) wafers were cut using diamond cutter in squares of necessary areas. In

particular, for one channel chamber 2x2 cm area silicon wafers were cut. Afterwards cut squares of

Si were cleaned by putting them in glass beaker and filling it with acetone. Glass beaker was put in

ultrasound bath and rinsed for 15 minutes. The same procedure had to be repeated with

isopropanol (IPA) after acetone. Later, samples were carefully taken out from beakers with

tweezers and air-dried using pressurized air gun. During all procedure with Si wafer one must make

sure surface does not have contact with any other materials or experimenters hands.
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After cleaning wafers were spin-coated with negative SU8-25 photoresist (MicroChem) at

750 rpm for 30 s of pre-spin and at corresponding spin speed according to necessary height of

channel. Later spin coated wafers were pre-baked on hot plate for 5 mins at 650 C and 15 mins at

950 C. After baking, spin coated wafers were left to cool down.

Later, wafers covered with photoresist were exposed for 45 s using mask aligner Quintell

Q4000 that uses mercury lamp and emits UV radiation with intensity of 450 mJ/cm2 during

exposure.

Afterwards, exposed samples were post-baked for 1 min at 650 C and 4 mins at 950 C. Post-

baked samples were left to cool down.

The final step of optical lithography part is sample development. It was performed by

putting wafer in glass beaker with SU8-25 developer (MicroChem). Samples were developed for 8

mins while shaking glass beaker with electric shaker. Afterwards, samples were transferred to other

beaker filled with IPA to stop the development reaction. Samples were kept for 1 min in IPA. If

white “cloud” or sediments were seen by eye in beaker wafer was developed for 1 min more and

washed in IPA again until no white ¨cloud¨ is seen. Finally, developed wafers were air-dried.

4.7.2 PDMS stamping

PDMS stamping procedure was performed to translate pattern from Si wafer to PDMS. First,

PDMS mixture was prepared with 10 parts of polydimethylsiloxane and 1 part of PDMS activator

(Sylgard). Mixture was put to plastic cup and mixed. Later, plastic cup was put to vacuum chamber

and left for one hour to degas - let air bubbles out of the mixture.

Meanwhile, Si wafers are placed in plastic box. An antisticking coating was deposited on

wafers by putting ~2ml of chlorotrimethylsilane (Fluka Analytical) and letting it evaporate inside.

Closed box was kept in fume hood for 1 hour.

After PDMS mixture was prepared, air – blown wafers were put into Petri dish which was

covered with aluminum foil. PDMS mixture is poured to Petri dish and baked in oven at 850 C for 12

hours.
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When baking procedure was finished, PDMS stamps were separated from wafers and cut

out using scalpel.

4.7.3 PDMS – glass slide attachment

The last step of microfluidic channel preparation is PDMS – glass attachment. Holes for

inlet/outlet channels were made using PDMS puncher of diameter of 0,97 mm (“Elveflow”) after

PDMS stamps were cut into necessary shape. PDMS stamps with inlet/outlet holes were then

cleaned using scotch tape.

Meanwhile, glass slides of 170 µm thickness were cleaned using same procedure as

described in mold production part about Si wafer cleaning (15 mins in acetone, 15 mins in IPA and

air dried).

Later, both cleaned glass slides and PDMS stamps with channels upside were put into UV –

ozone plasma cleaner for 5 mins for surface activation. Afterwards, glass slide and PDMS stamp

were put together. They stick to each other well. Yet, attached samples are put in oven at 850 C for

at least 6 hours which makes it resistant to higher pressures and detaching afterwards.

All mentioned procedures were perfomed in clean room environment to make sure there is

no contamination on samples.

4.8 Viability test

Viability test was performed to check how immobilization and imaging affect the lifespan of

nematode after being trapped. To check it, test and control groups of synchronized young C.elegans

adults were taken. Both of these groups were picked to Eppendorf tube as described in chapter 4.3.

All worms from test group were immobilized and same procedures (chapter 4.4) were performed.

For the control group the axotomy process was performed with the laser off. Tests were performed

with 30 worms in both groups. 3 sets of 10 worms of both groups were used within 1 hour. This was

done to ensure that health state and lifespan are not affected by lack of food.

After trapping, worms were taken out and put to new Petri plate with growth media. Control

group and test group were kept in separate plates. Fluorodeoxyuridine (FUDR) was mixed with agar

media in plates of viability test groups. This drug is used in order to synchronize adult worms by
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sterilizing them [36]. That way worms after surgery can not put eggs in their growing plate. As no

additional worms appeared in plate, there was enough of food for the whole period of viability test

(21 days). This allowed counting worms everyday without mixing them with new ones that would

have hatched from eggs. If FUDR is not used, picking and transferring worms to new growth media

is necessary which would have increased possibility of injuring or polluting environment with

bacteria or fungus.

The assessment of lifespan was performed as follows. Day of test was counted as 0. Later,

live worms were counted with minimum resolution of one day. The number of dead worms was

plotted according to number of days until there was no worm alive. The worm was considered as

dead if it did not show any movement during observation using stereoscope. To make sure worm is

really dead it was touched using picker with platinum end. If it did not move, the dead worm was

taken out.
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5. Results and discussion

5.1 Microfluidic chamber

Microfluidic channel shape and structure were designed using Corel DrawTM software

(Fig.8a). Design of microfluidic chamber is based on two inlet-outlet channels (Fig.8 left side) that

connect and end in one channel on the other side. The channel was chosen to decrease uniformly in

width starting from 100 µm to 10 µm at the narrowest part. This ensured that nematode will not

pass through channel without getting stuck inside.

a)

b)
Fig.8 a) mask design; b) produced plastic mask.

1.2.
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Mask was ordered to be printed at company “Leicrom” (www.leicrom.com) according to the

drawn sketch in .pdf file. It is a plastic sheet covered with chrome which acts as an absorber of UV

light during lithography process. The drawn pattern is left transparent (Fig. 8b).

Area marked with dashed line (Fig. 8a) is an area in produced mask in Fig. 9a.

a) b)

c)
Fig. 9 Plastic mask; a) steps of decrease in width, b) narrowest part, c) widest part.

As it can be seen in Fig. 9a due to lack of resolution in printer that was used to print the

plastic mask, pattern is ¨pixelated¨ - the decrease in width of the channel is distributed in steps. Yet

after trials of immobilizing worms and viability test no significant changes or damage to worms

were seen. Moreover, the narrowest part of the channel (Fig. 8a 1.) was 0,01 mm (Fig. 9b) and

widest part (Fig. 8a 2.) remained 0.1 mm according to design (Fig. 9c). Images were taken using

Olympus BX51 microscope, x5/0,15 NA (a) and x20/0,45 NA (b, c) objectives.
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5.2 Characterization of channel

Protocols for lithography part and PDMS stamping were created for three different

thicknesses of photoresist (40±2 μm, 55±2 μm and ~70±2 μm). The thickness of the channel was

chosen to be close to statistic diameter of young C.elegans adult nematodes (40-70 µm). With such

thickness trapped worms´ movements in vertical direction were isolated which appeared during

trials with higher structures. Moreover, if height was much lower than 40 µm this would increase

possibility of injuring worms by squeezing. In addition to this, higher channels leave possibility of

changing worms’ position in case they get inside with wrong side where neurons can not be imaged

well due to scattering (Fig. 7).

Protocols can be found in Appendices chapter. Examples of developed wafer after

lithography and PDMS stamp can be seen in Fig. 10.

a) b)
Fig. 10 a) Si wafer with phtotoresist after development, b) PDMS stamp.

Channel on developed Si wafer and PDMS stamp was imaged using Olympus BX51

microscope to evaluate real width and roughness of the channel (Fig. 11, 12). One can see again the

decrease in steps of width of the channel (Fig. 11a, 12a), yet dimensions with +-0,005 mm error

were maintained (Fig. 11b,c, 12b,c). The mentioned error occurred due to measurements done by

eye using scale in microscopes’ objective. However, such error is not critical in our case.

Photoresist SU8-25

Punched inlet holes

Channel
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a) b)

c)
Fig. 11 Developed Si wafer with SU8-25 of channel pattern.
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a) b)

c)
Fig. 12 PDMS stamp; a) steps of decrease in width, b) narrowest part, c) widest part.

In addition to this, roughness on the channel walls can be seen (Fig. 12b,c). Rough sides are

visible on pattern on Si wafer already (Fig. 11b,c) which might have appeared because profile in

plastic mask  was not completely even (Fig. 9b,c). That led to roughness in photoresist pattern on

wafer. This might have been amplified during development procedure. During lift-off of PDMS

stamp from Si wafer PDMS sticks to wafer even if it is covered with chlorotrimethylsilane layer. So,

unevenness could have increased during lift-off process as well. On the other hand, that did not

show any side effects on nematode state after viability test.

Finally, height of channel on PDMS stamp was compared to height of photoresist on Si

wafer. Measurements were performed using Alfa Step IQ surface profilometer. There were 3 wafers

prepared according to protocols with photoresist thicknesses of 41.05, 56.88 and 68.94 μm. The

measured depth of channels in PDMS stamps were as following: 38.97, 52.86 and 67.67 μm. This

corresponds to shrinking of channel depth in PDMS after peeling off by 5.07%, 7.07% and 1.84%.
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Such results were reported in previous studies [37]. Also, possible solutions to prevent such effect

were suggested [38,39]. Yet, in our case, difference of micrometers is not essential due to the fact that

diameter of object of study varies between range of 30 μm. In this project, range of ~15 μm of

possible depths of channels were intended to be defined in order to minimize possible effects on

worms’ health state after immobilization.

5.3 Immobilization

Procedure of letting worms in, immobilizing and taking them out was created after

microfluidic chambers were produced and characterized.

Design with separate inlet and outlet channels (Fig. 8a) did not prove to be sufficient. Due to

two inlet-outlet channels pressures inside the channel were hard to be controlled which leaded to

leaks of liquid, worms being lost, killed or impossible to trap.

Later it was decided to use only one inlet channel by removing one branch of photoresist on

developed Si wafer (Fig. 13). Finally, with such design, the C.elegans nematodes were immobilized,

leaks of liquid and deaths of worms were prevented. In addition to this, pressure in the channel

could be directly controlled by hands.

a) b)
Fig. 13 Si wafer with a) two and b) one inlet-outlet channel.

Finally, microfluidic immobilization device was collected and used for our experiments

(Fig.14).
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a) b)
Fig. 14 Immobilization setup.

Channel was connected with plastic tygon tubing of 1 mm outer diameter (1) via punched

holes using metal pins (2). The other side of tubing was attached to medical syringes of 1 ml (3) via

blunt syringe needle (4). The whole setup was put in custom made sample holder (Fig. 14b).

Finding the best procedure of immobilization took longest period of time during the project.

Besides problems with two inlet-outlet channels there were many cases that unidentified particles

were very often blocking the channel. This leaded in lost worms during immobilization because their

movement could not be controlled and visualized while letting in also they were usually damaged

while trying to unblock the channel. In order to avoid rubbish in channel M9 buffer was filtered with

syringe filter (Corning Incorporated) that filters particles of sizes bigger than 0.2 μm. In addition to

that, normal paper towel used for cleaning the excess liquid that appeared on immobilization setup

while trapping was changed into clean-room environment absorbing tissues. These changes

reduced the number of channel getting blocked, yet there were still cases of particles inside channel

and blockages. This might be the cause of remaining bacteria or other materials from nematode

growth media on worms’ body after picking up for experiments. In order to avoid that, nematodes

could be cleaned better before experiments by increasing number of transferring them from one

drop of M9 buffer to another or by using centrifuge to filter residuals.

Moreover, there were cases when punched holes for inlet were cracked. This led to leaks

of M9 buffer – bad control of pressure inside – which resulted in trapping and taking out being

impossible. Cracks were appearing while punching holes in PDMS. Possible solution could be

1

2
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increasing ratio of PDMS material and activator while preparing PDSM material to make it more

flexible and softer after it solidifies.

Example of trapping can be seen in Fig. 15.

a) b)

c) d)
Fig. 15 C.elegans nematode being immobilized.

5.4 Immobilization evaluation

Later on, evaluation how nematodes are trapped was performed by measuring time gaps of

worms being still within first 2 minutes in channel.
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Fig. 16 Time gaps of 5 worms being still within first 2 minutes after immobilization in channels of different
height.

As it can be seen from Fig. 16, time distribution within first two minutes after immobilization

varies with different height of the channel. Worms in lower (39 and 53 μm) channels stayed still for

periods longer than 15 seconds (red line in graphs) more often than in channel of 68 μm height. It is

visible that the highest channel is not suitable for axotomy as there is very low possibility that worm

will not move for longer than 15 seconds within first 2 minutes after immobilization. Channel of 53

μm height was chosen to be used to perform axotomy and imaging as nematode can be

immobilized for longer than 15 seconds yet not being squeezed too much and possibly injured like

in channel of 39 μm height. Difference of 14 μm between compared channels is ~30% of diameter

of young C.elegans adult which is significant in terms of immobilizing and affecting the least our

object of study as it will be less squeezed.
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5.5 Viability test

The viability test (Fig.17) was performed to see and evaluate if C. elegans nematodes are

affected after being trapped in our clamp in channel of 53 μm height.
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Fig. 17 Viability test.

It can be seen that worms after being immobilized have similar distribution of days being

alive compared with ones that were not in channel. The control group of worms had lifespan of

maximum 21 days while in test group nematodes lived for maximum of 19 days. One can see that

after first day of immobilization 2 worms died while later distribution of days that worms survived

was alike. It could be the result of injury to worm while putting it in, immobilizing or taking out. This

result shows that our produced microfluidic channel does not have significant effect to the lifespan

of C. elegans young adults. Possible injuries can not be avoided as every worm is different in size, it

has different health stage even in synchronized colony and there are many different factors like

experimenter’s actions or others that can affect live worm.

5.6 Axotomy and axon regeneration

Finally, after immobilization setup was designed, produced, characterized and it proved to

minimally affect nematodes, neuron axotomy trials were performed to begin studies about axon
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regeneration in C.elegans. Examples of axons before (left side) and after laser ablation (right side)

can be seen in Fig. 18.

Fig. 18 Axons before (left) and after axotomy (right).

One can see that cuts were clear and produced immobilization system is sufficient and can

be used for axotomy and imaging of C.elegans axons.

Later on, imaging of cut axons after 24 hours was carried out to visualize axon growth cone.

In following figures different and most common types of axon regeneration 24 hours after axotomy
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can be seen (arrows show location of cut). In Fig. 19 two axons one next to each other were cut. 24

hours after regeneration can be visible - in both axons growth cone is seen. Yet, none of filopodia

from one of growth cones (1) reached the dorsal nerve cord, while in the other (2) regeneration was

successful. Moreover, there were examples of axon growth cones that did not connect to dorsal

nerve cord even if filopodias grew very long (Fig. 20). This could be because of some factors that

block filopodias from growing to the direction of other side. Also filopodias grew back to the ventral

nerve cord after 24 hours in some cases (Fig. 21).

Fig. 19 Example of regeneration (1) and full regeneration (2).

1

2

1 2
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Fig. 20 Long filopodias of growth cone.
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Fig. 21 Axon reconnection to VNC.

Finally, first trials of testing the effect on axon regeneration of using Citicoline were

performed. In order to do that, there were 30 axon cuts carried out and imaged 24 hours later. This

was control group. Images were compared with 21 axons in worms that were treated with Citicoline

right after photoablation procedure and maintained afterwards in same conditions like control

group. There were maximum 3 axons cut in one nematode.

Primary study of 3D stacks after 24 hours was done in both groups. Results can be seen in

Table 1.
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Group
#of

axotomies
performed

#of actual
cuts

#of
regeneration

#of complete
regeneration

#of
aberrated

regeneration
Control 30 30 (100%) 27 (90%) 7 (26%) 1

Citicoline 21 21 (100%) 20 (95%) 7 (33%) 1
Table 1. Statistics of axon regeneration experiment with Citicoline.

As it can be seen, axotomy was successful in 100% of cuts – photobleaching of GFP instead

of actual cut was prevented. This was achieved using high numerical aperture objective with

parameters set precisely. Regeneration was determined in 90% of cuts in group of nematodes that

were control group – 27 axons out of 30 developed axon growth cone. Meanwhile, group treated

with Citicoline after ablation showed regeneration of 95% where 20 axon growth cones out of 21

were spotted. Meanwhile, there were 33% of axon regeneration that one of filopodia from growth

cone reached the dorsal nerve cord (complete regeneration) in group of C.elegans that were

treated with Citicoline, while in control group 26% of axons regenerated fully. There was one case

of aberrated axon regeneration process in each group as well. This means that filopodia connected

to the neighbor axon or back to VNC. In the rest of examples of regeneration filopodias did not

reach the DNC weather because they were not long enough or grew parallel to DNC.

Results show possibility of positive effect of Citicoline drug to axon regeneration – axon

regeneration in group of young C.elegans nematodes that were treated with Citicoline right after

axotomy showed higher rate of regeneration within 24 hours. In addition to that, after this period

percentage of fully regenerated axons was also higher by 7%.

Yet, these results are not enough of making actual conclusions about effect of drug to axon

regeneration. Analysis of Citicoline effects to axon regeneration should be continued in different

ways in future studies. Comparison of many different parameters like area of growth cone, length of

separate filopodias, different time resolution and others should be carefully evaluated before

making any result and discussion about effect of a drug to axon regeneration. Moreover, there

should be various conditions of treatment using drug tested. Optimal experiment could be

performed by evaluating different parameters in 4 groups of young C.elegans. One group of

nematodes should be treated with Citicoline during all their life starting from hatching till imaging of

growth cone. The second group being treated only before axotomy and third only after, leaving

fourth group as a control group without treatment. Comparison of mentioned factors in these 4
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different groups would provide scientists with clearer and more detailed information about effects

of Citicoline on axon regeneration.

To evaluate better the drug effects dynamic studies of axon regeneration could be

performed after making mentioned improvements in chapter 5.3. That way worms could be

immobilized repeatedly for many times within time of interest or worms could be left in channel for

all experiment if means for providing worm with food would be found. Possible option could be

using E.colli OP50 bacteria in liquid media and continuously providing trapped worm with it in

channel.
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6. Conclusions

During the project “Axon regeneration in C.elegans” interdisciplinary tasks were performed.

Firstly, microfluidic immobilization system was designed, produced and characterized. Later,

procedures of putting worms in, immobilizing and taking them out were created.

After immobilization and viability tests, system proved to be sufficient for worm

immobilization without making any substantial effects to its health and lifespan. Moreover, it was

possible to immobilize worm, perform axotomy and imaging and let them out in less than 2

minutes.

Finally, multiple axotomies were performed and axon regeneration images after 24 hours

were acquired using confocal and TPEF microscopy techniques. One group of C.elegans with 21

axon cuts was put in growth media with Citicoline after axotomy and axon regeneration images

were compared with 30 axon cuts in nematodes as a control group after surgery. Regeneration was

visible in 95% of axons in worms that were treated with Citicoline while in control group 90% of

axons developed growth cone. Moreover, 33% of regenerating axons connected with the dorsal

nerve cord in contrary to 26% in control group. This shows first possible positive effects to axon

regeneration in Citicoline treated C.elegans.

Improvements like ensuring clean M9 buffer and nematodes without any secondary micro-

particles together with increased quality of punched holes in PDMS stamp should be done. This

would allow preventing blocked channels and leaks of liquid while immobilizing C.elegans

nematodes. Moreover, means for keeping worms immobilized for longer periods of time could be

adapted as well. Such possibility could be feeding the trapped nematode by bacteria in liquid media

while worm is immobilized. This would allow dynamic studies of axon regeneration without need of

taking worm out and putting it in again each time imaging has to be done.

In the future an analysis of Citicoline effects to axon regeneration should be continued. After

the mentioned improvements in setup will be done, the produced microfluidic immobilization setup

will boost future experiments of comparison of parameters like area of growth cone, length of

separate filopodias, different times after axotomy, different ways of treating with CIticoline and
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others. All of these parameters should be evaluated in regenerating axons to make full discussion

about effect of a drug to axon regeneration.
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8. Appendices

8.1 Lithography protocol

• Si wafer preparation:

o wafer cut in necessary size;

o wafer cleaning: 15 mins in acetone, 15 mins in isopropanol (IPA)

o air blow;

• Spin coating:

o spread SU8-25 (…) on whole area of the sample;

o spin coat @ 1600 (40 um+-2um), @1400 (55um+-2um), @1300 (70um+-2um);

• Pre-bake:

o 5 mins @ 650C, 15 mins @ 950C;

• Exposure:

o using mask aligner expose for 45 s (540mJ/cm2);

• Post-bake:

o 1 min @ 650C, 4 mins @ 950C;

• Development:

o 8 mins in SU8-25 developer;

o 1min in IPA (if white cloud, dirtiness seen after IPA, develop for 1min more until no

cloud is seen)

o air blow;
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8.2 PDMS stamping, PDMS – glass bonding protocol

• Antisticking layer:

• deposit PDMS antisticking layer for 1 hour in closed box with 2 ml of chlorotrimethylsilane;

• air-blow;

• mix PDMS with activator with ration of 10:1;

 mix well and place the mixture in the vacuum chamber for 1 hour to degas;

 cover Petri dish with aluminum foil;

 put wafers in Petri dish, patterns upside;

 pour carefully PDMS mixture without bubbles;

 bake @850C for 12 hours;

 remove PDMS from wafers;

 cut the necessary area of PDMS;

 cut holes using hole puncher from the channel side;

 clean PDMS using scotch tape;

 clean glass slides (…): 15 mins in acetone, 15 mins in IPA, air blow;

 clean glass slides and PDMS stamps with UV-ozone etcher for 5mins;

 attach PDMS to glass slides;

 bake for 6 hours @ 850C.


